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Abstract. In the article a review of modern software systems allowing
calculating the distribution of temperature fields in a structure in time,
without loading and with it (the fire resistance limit of structures) under
conditions of a special fire load has been given. The algorithm of the finite
element method is used for the calculations, on which each of the
considered complexes is based. Specifically: Sofistik, Abaqus, Normcad,
Ansys, Robot structure. Comparative analysis has been made from the
point of view of intuitive user interface, the possibilities of modeling
various conditions and fire regimes, tools for communication with other
software complexes and the format of output of results. The results
demonstrating the capabilities of the post-processor Sofistik have been
presented.

1 Introduction
The number of accidents that can cause a fire is still quite large. In this regard, the
tasks of improving calculation and analytical methods for determining the fire resistance of
load-bearing building structures are actuated, including those used for the purpose of
increasing the fire resistance limits by means of fire protection [1-3].
The definition of design fires is the starting point of fire safety engineering. Fire
scenarios should be determined with caution in close cooperation between the client,
designers and authorities [4-6]. Variety of fires must be considered depending on the use
intended for the building. The standardization of fire loads is extremely important for
contractor’s operations around the world. This is also important in the development of
software systems. The most important indicator of building structures is the fire- resistance
rating - the ability of structures to limit the spread of fire, and also to maintain the required
performance at high temperatures in a fire. In practice, the fire resistance limit is
determined by fire tests. The essence of the methods consists in determining the time from
the beginning of the thermal action on the structure, in accordance with this standard,
before one or several successive states of fire resistance occur, taking into account the
functional purpose of the structure. [7-8]. There are following main types of limiting states
of building structures for fire resistance. Loss of load capacity is due to collapse of the
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structure or occurrence of ultimate deformations (R). Loss of integrity resulting from the
formation of through cracks or openings in the structures through which combustion
products or flame (E) penetrate to the unheated surface. Loss of heat-insulating ability due
to temperature rise on the unheated surface of the structure to the limit values for the given
design (I). Additional limiting structural states and criteria for their occurrence, if
necessary, are established in standards for testing specific designs. In practice, there is
insufficient support for research laboratories. At the same time, full-scale tests are laborious
and expensive, so it makes sense to apply mathematical modeling methods that are
improved with annually [9-10].
Some normative documents of the Russian Federation and the European Union [11 - 13]
establish computational algorithms for such methods for steel and reinforced concrete, but
all of them are based on crude mathematical models of rod mechanics and give large errors
and therefore can not be used for the final certification of load-bearing reinforced concrete
building structures for their fire resistance.

2 Materials and Methods
In the ABAQUS (American company Abaqus, Inc.) software for calculation of heat
transfer, the abaqus-standart module is used to solve traditional finite element analysis
problems. There is no dedicated module for calculating the fire resistance of structures.
ABAQUS uses its own powerful preprocessor, which allows creating almost any elements
that include different materials (Fig.1)

Fig. 1. 3D-model in ABAQUS

As a result of the calculation, the picture of VAT is determined at different stages of
construction, as well as precipitation, deformation of the building elements. Almost any
design can be simulated in its own preprocessor. But if we are talking about a typical
element, which needs to specify the geometric parameters of the section and the material, in
this case, this operation will take quite a lot of time. Typical materials are also absent, so
for their formation, it is necessary to specify coefficients such as the modulus of elasticity,
Poisson's ratio, and the coefficient of linear expansion (Fig.2). The software complex Ansys
(American company Ansys, Inc.) is one of the most functional and advanced calculation
programs. Calculation of fire resistance is carried out by the developers designated as
temperature analysis
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Fig. 2. Pre-processor in ABAQUS.

The calculation process consists of 7 stages, where the task itself, the materials, the
geometry of the element, the settings of the finite element grid, the temperature of the faces
of the element, the text results and the visualization of the results in the schedule are
sequentially set. The fire resistance of the plate was determined by constructing tangents to
the curves of deflection at the point of their bending when forming a plastic hinge in the
plate [14, 15].
The determination of the fire resistance limit of a building or structure as a whole for
the limiting state «R» assumes the design calculation as a single nonlinear system.
Accounting for physical, geometric and constructive nonlinearities is caused by the
necessity of calculating the structure in a state close to the load-bearing capacity and
beyond. In this case, neglecting these types of nonlinearities leads to significant errors in
the calculation results. Autodesk Revit Structure is software complex is created for
designing building structures and coordinating the data with the project. On the basis of
Autodesk Revit there are two software modules: tools for building skeletons and further
transferring them to structural modules. The collaboration capability used in Autodesk
Revit Structure enables all engineers involved in the search to simultaneously access the
model of the projected construction site, and also provides tools for virtual division of the
model into separate parts with the ability to configure shared access to various parts of the
project. The Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional (USA) module provides a
two-way link between programs that participate in the work. Thus, the model in the
program Autodesk Revit Structure can be automatically updated taking into account the
results obtained for further work with the project after the necessary calculations.
There is a special module HYDRA based on the differential equations of Laplace and
Poisson in the software complex Sofistik (Germany). The system is divided into finite
elements with simplified physical properties. Thermal analysis makes it possible to
calculate the temperature distribution within an element in various fire regimes and its
different exposure time. It is important to note that the real problem is always spatial, but in
Sofistik calculations are performed using only two axes. In practice, Autodesk Revit is used
with the finished 3D model as a preprocessor for Sofistik.
It is necessary to set loads, boundary conditions, sections and materials of structural
elements and specify all necessary settings for export (finite element grid, finite element
size, information about necessary calculations).
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After being exported, the model is presented in a finite-element form. In this case, you
can automatically calculate the cross sections of the specified elements. The fire resistance
calculation with the HYDRA module can only be performed for individual elements (Fig.
3).

Fig. 3. The heating of element in the report Sofistik (R120 and R150)

The program ELCUT ("Tor" LLC, Russia) allows to solve the construction problems
associated with the heating of concrete (Fig.4). The ELCUT also simulates the FEM. For
example, using the WinConcret add-in, it is possible to simulate the warm-up of a thinwalled monolithic overlap along the profiled sheet between the brick walls [16-18].

Fig. 4. Model scheme and temperature field based on simulation results in the Elcut [6]

3 Results and Discussion
To date, the main method of calculation is the algorithm of the finite element method for
each of the modern software systems. Otherwise this method can be called a displacement
method. The unknown quantities are the displacements of the finite element system at the
characteristic points. These values can be obtained by interpolating the values of the
displacement of neighboring nodes. Further, a global stiffness matrix is formed on the basis
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of the finite element scheme and the finite element libraries. Due to this, it is possible to
determine the reactions at the nodes of the element as it moves along each of the directions
of the degrees of freedom. The system must come to equilibrium to determine the
unknowns at each node. A system of linear equations with a significant number of
unknowns is being formed. The resulting stresses are transferred from one element to
another and the size of the transition is a direct indicator of the quality of the finite element
analysis. Table 1 summarizes the analysis of the capabilities of software packages.
Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of some software complexes for calculating fire resistance.
Software package

Features of the
postprocessor

Calculation module

Preprocessor Features

Characteristic

Abaqus

Ansys

Sofistik

Robot

Elcut

-

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+/-

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

Exporting 3D Model from Revit
Own graphical builder of 2D / 3Dmodels
Possibility to specify fire protection
for the structure
(plates and an intumescent fire
protection)
Built-in characteristics of
construction materials
(excluding reinforced concrete)
Accounting of loads on loadbearing elements
Modeling of different fire regimes
(hydrocarbon, external fire
exposure and slow heating curves)
The possibility of calculation taking
into account typical fittings
(built-in reinforcement library)
Visualization of temperature
distribution in the structure
Visualization of deformations of the
FE-mesh
Output of a report suitable

4 Conclusions
In some cases, it is advisable to replace expensive full-scale fire resistance tests for
computer simulation of the behavior of structures in a fire. The accuracy of modern
software systems corresponds to real tests. Also, due to the consideration of various fire
factors, software systems can guarantee a high level of proximity to real situations. At the
moment there are enough alternatives to calculate the fire resistance of both individual
elements and entire structures. The choice of a program primarily depends on the
complexity of the user task. The cost of software complexes corresponds to the
functionality they contain.
Leader of the possibilities of calculations is ANSYS. This complex has a huge number
of functions and tools for modeling full-fledged buildings and simulating a fire in the
location given. However, in a number of cases, the modeling of entire structures is
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inexpedient, so the best choice is Sofistik. In the future, it will be possible to observe
simplification of the processes of interaction and study software systems. In addition, the
trend of development is towards creating a more intuitive interface and the possibility of
interaction between programs. This will allow distributing tasks between software
complexes and optimize the calculation process. It is also expected to further develop the
BIM (building information model) technology and the appearance of a simplified transfer
of models from architectural and accounting complexes.
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